The following mini-computer program is designed to provide a flexible, easy-to-use program for the purpose of creating and using relatively small (1,750 elements) data files. These data files can then be used to produce hard-copy tables using this program, camera-ready plots using other plotting 
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INTRODUCTION
This program permits the user to use a 50X35 matrix to store split-precision (6-digit accuracy) data for up to 50 samples ('sets' and up to 35 variables ('parameters') per sample, with user-defined sample and parameter names. Once stored, the data may be edited, printed out, added to, manipulated, and plotted via a number of subroutines and plotting programs.
If an KP-9871 impact printer is available, the data may also be printed out in hard-copy table form, including parameter names with superscript or subscript (i.e., isotope/oxide form) notation, with user-defined number of significant figures, and with associated errors printed next to the proper values.
GENERAL COMMENTS
If you intend to store a data-file, make sure a premarked, empty or expendable file of at least 5000 words length is available.
Most displayed queries may be answered with a space in order to escape from that subroutine.
If an HP-9871 impact printer is connected to the computer and i turned on, the data-printout will automatically be done on the impact printer. The (standard) model 9855 thermal printer must have a select code of 2, the impact printer a select in lines 50 and 60 of the program). Input a name (<= 80 characters long) to be assigned to the file.
DISPLAY:
PARAMETER 1 NAME?
The parameter names may be up to 2 lines of 12 characters, so this query requires two responses. A question-mark will prompt input of the second line. If you wish the parameter name to be printed out with all numerals as superscripts, input ~ as the first character, first line (e.g., ~87Rb/86Sr). If numerals are to be printed out as subscripts, input * as the first character of the line (e.g., *A12O3). Superscripts and subscripts will only appear on impact-printer printouts and plotter-drawn plots. After each parameter name has been entered, the display will request the name of the next parameter. When no more parameters are to be named, answer the two parameter-name queries with a space.
SET # 1 NAME?
The set (sample) names are stored as three lines of twelve characters each, so that three display queries must be answered. When no more sets are to be named, simply answer the first query with a space. Set names are requested before the data for each set is to be entered.
SET 1 % A1203?
The parameter name here is of course an example. Input a value for the particular set and parameter requested. The next query will be the next-numbered parameter for that set, and so on until the query will ask for data for the next-numbered set. To cease datainput, enter a space in response to the first reauest for a set name. If no value for this data-element is known or relevant, enter the number 1E50. The printout for this number will then be three dashes ( ).
DISPLAY: STORE IN TRACKS, FILE #?
If you do not wish to store the data yet, input a space. Otherwise, enter the track # and file f of the already-marked, >5000-word file.
Make sure the cassette tab is at the RECORD posi.tion first, though.
This option permits the use of parameters whose name and numbers have already been defined in the creation of a previous data-file. Operation is straightforward.
PRINTOUT OF THE DATA-FILE (OPTIONS 4 AND 11)
Option 4 is a 'scratchpad' printout which prints out the data as input, with numbered parameters and sets. Option 11 permits a formal, hard-copy table to be produced. You may print up to 4 parameters on a single sheet of paper using the 9866 thermal printer, or up to 8 parameters using the 9871 impact printer and 15-inch wide paper. Enter the parameter numbers, separated by commas, that you wish printed out.
If the data is being printed out on the impact printer, with the number of significant figures defined by the user (option 11), the uncertainties of each data-element can be printed out just to the right of the data-element itself. The uncertainties must be stored in the data-file as a specified parameter. In response to the 'PARAMETER #?' query, enter a slash (/) after each appropriate parameter, followed by the parameter number of the associated uncertainties. For example, an input of 2/17,6,3/19 would result in a printout of the uncertainties to parameters 2 and 3 (stored as parameters 17 and 19) being printed out, with a +/-symbol, to the right of the appropriate data-elements, and with the same number of decimal places as the data-element.
If the uncertainties are stored as percent, they will automatically be converted to absolute values, so long as '%', 'PERCENT', or 'percent' appears in the parameter name. Note that if too many characters are required for the data-printout in this manner, interference with the next column of data may occur. If the uncertainty is assigned a value of zero, no uncertainty printout will occur.
DISPLAY: # OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES?
This display appears if you chose printout option 11 instead of 4. Enter the maximum number of significant figures (from 1 to 6) that you wish printed out for each parameter chosen, in the order that you entered the parameter numbers. If all parameters are to have the same number of significant figures, you need only enter that number once. The data will be rounded off in the printout, with least significant digits of 5 rounded to the nearest even dig it.
DISPLAY:
SET(S) TO BE PRINTED OUT?
If sets are to be printed out in serial order, last set numbers, separated by a comma. If sets are out in arbitrary order, input the set numbers in the of printout, separated by semicolons. The two modes in one response -e.g., an input of 2,5;24;11,9;16?1 input first to be printed desired order may be combined would result in printout of sets in the order 2,3,4,5,24,11,10,9,16,1. Note that sets may be printed out in descending as well as ascending serial order. If 'ALL' or 'all' is the response to the query, all of the defined sets will be printed out in order. Data from different data-files (with the same parameters and parameter numbers) can be printed out in the same table by placing an asterisk followed by the track and file numbers of the new data-file, before the set numbers of interest. Thus if sets 7 throuqh 12 from the data-file in track 1, file 23 were to be added to the printout following sets 43 and 12 of a data-file in memory, the response to the 'SET(S)' query would by 43;12;*1,23,7,12. Enter the set numbers, separated by commas, of the sets to be edited.
Thus if you wanted to change seme of the values of sets 2, 41, and 16, the input would be 2,41,16.
DISPLAY EDIT PARAMETER #S?
Enter the parameter numbers whose values, for the sets chosen above, to be changed, separatee by commas. To ecit a sample name, 0 must be the first number entered. To change a]} of the parameter values, enter ALL (or all). Thus to edit the sarrple neme and all of the parameter values, the input would be 0,ALL. Enter a space to escape . Input the number of the set before the new set is to be placed The usual data-input routine then occurs, and sets higher-numbered than the inserted set are renumbered.
TO ADD A PARAMETER NAME (OPTION 9)
This option permits you to increase the number of defined parameters by defining additional parameter names (up to 35 total). After adding a parameter name, all the values of the new parameter will be zero. To input the corresponding data, you will need to:
CHANGE ALL VALUES OF ONE PARAMETER (OPTION 10)
This option permits you to change the values of a given parameter for all of the sets i.e., to enter data by column instead of by row.
TO PRINT 'OUT A LIST OF PARAMETER NAMES (OPTION 12) TO PRINT OUT A LIST OF SET NAMES (OPTION 13) TO PRINT OUT A LIST OF OPTIONS (OPTION 15)
These operations are straightforward. TAB6"This program permits the user to use a 50X35 matrix to store" "split-precision (6-digit accuracy) data for up to 50 samples ('sets') "and up to 35 variables ('parameters') per sample, with user-defined" "sample and parameter names.
/O
Once stored, the data may be edited," "printed out, added to, manipulated, and plotted via a number of" "subroutines and plotting programs.
If an HP-9871 impact printer is" "available, the data may also be printed out in hard-copy table form, "including parameter names with superscript or subscript (i.e.," "isotope/oxide form) notation, with user-defined number of" "significant figures, and with associated errors printed next to the" "proper values." LIN2,TAB22"GFNERAL COMMENTS"LIN2 TAP6"If you intend to store a data-file, make sure a premarked,"
TAB6"Most displayed queries may be answered with a space in order to ' "escape from that subroutine."LINl TAB6"If an HP-9871 impact printer is connected to the computer and is 1 "turned on, the data-printout will automatically be done on the" "impact printer. The (standard) model 9866 thermal printer must have' "a select code of 2, the impact printer a select code of 6 (assigned" "in lines 50 and 60 of the program)."LIN3 TAB16"CREATING A DATA-FILE (OPTION 1)"LIN2 "DISPLAY: FILE NAME?"LINl "Input a name (<= 80 characters long) to be assigned to the file."LIN! "DISPLAY: PARAMETER 1 NAMF?"LINl TAB6"The parameter names may be up to 2 lines of 12 characters, so" "this query requires two responses. A question-mark will prompt" "input of the second line. If you wish the parameter name to be" "printed out with all numerals as superscripts, input " as the first" "character, first line (e.g., ~87Rb/86Sr). If numerals are to be" "printed out as subscripts, input * as the first character of the" "line (e.g., *A1203). Superscripts and subscripts will only appear" "on impact-printer printouts and plotter-drawn plots. After each" "parameter name has been entered, the display will request the name" "of the next parameter. When no more parameters are to be named, " "answer the two parameter-name queries with a space."LIN2 "DISPLAY: SET # 1 NAME?"LINl TAB6"The set (sample) names are stored as three lines of twelve char-' "acters each, so that three display queries must be answered. When" "no more sets are to be named, simply answer the first query with" 11 a space. Set names are requested before the data for each set is" "to be entered."LIN2 "DISPLAY: SET 1 , % A1203?"LINl TAB6"The parameter name here is of course an example. Input a value" "for the particular set and parameter requested. The next query will 1 "be the next-numbered parameter for that set, and so on until the" data Option 11 permits a 1 "query will ask for data for the next-numbered set. To cease data-11 "input, enter a space in response to the first request for a set" "name.
If no value for this data-element is known or relevant, enter "the number 1E50. The printout for this number will then be three" -)."LIN2 STORE IN TRACK*, FILE #?"LIN1
do not wish to store the data yet, input a space." enter the track # and file f of the already-marked," file. Make sure the cassette tab is at the RECORD" "position first, though."LIN2 TAB5"TO CREATE A DATA-FILE USING PARAMETERS DEFINED IN AN" TAB15"EXISTING DATA-FILE (OPTION 0)"LIN2
TAB6"This option permits the use of parameters whose name and "have already been defined in the creation of a previous data "Operation is straightforward ."LIN3 TAB12"PRINTOUT OF THE DATA-FILE (OPTIONS TAB6"Option 4 is a 'scratchpad' printout which 11 as input, with numbered parameters and sets, "formal, hard-copy table to be produced. "LINl "OPTION 4 : "LINl, "
"LINl "DISPLAY:
DATA FFOM TRACK!, FILE f?"LINl TAB6"If the data-file is already in memory, answer with a space." "If not, make sure that the tape cartridge of interest is in the computer. Input the appropriate track and file numbers."LIN2 "DISPLAY:
PARAMETER #?"LINl TAB6"You may print up to 4 parameters on a single sheet of paper" "using the 9866 thermal printer, or up to 8 parameters using the 9871 "impact printer and 15-inch wide paper.
Enter the parameter num-" "bers, separated by commas, that you wish printed out."LIN2 TAB6"If the data is being printed out on the impact printer, with" "the number of significant figures defined by the user (option 11)," "the uncertainties of each data-element can be printed out just to" "the right of the data-element itself.
The uncertainties must be" "stored in the data-file as a specified parameter.
In response" "to. the 'PARAMETER t?' query, enter a slash (/) after each" "appropriate parameter, followed by the parameter number of the " "associated uncertainties.
For example, an input of 2/17,6,3/19" "would result in a printout of the uncertainties to parameters 2 and "3 (stored as parameters 17 and 19) being printed out, with a +/-" "symbol, to the right of the appropriate data-elements, and "same number of decimal places as the data-element. If the "tainties are stored as percent, they will automatically be "to absolute values, so long as '%', 'PERCENT', or 'percent "in the .parameter name.
Note that if too many characters are " "required for the data-printout in this manner, interference with "next column of data may occur.
If the uncertainty is assigned a" "value of zero, no uncertainty printout will occur."LIN2 "DISPLAY: # OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES?"LINl TAB6"This display appears if you chose printout option 11 instead "of 4 with the" uncer-" conver ted appears" the Enter the maximum number of significant figures (from 1 to 6 "that you wish printed out for each parameter chosen, in the order" "that you entered the parameter numbers. If all parameters are to" "have the same number of significant figures, you need only enter" "that number once. The data will be rounded off in the printout," 30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  110  120  130  140  150  160  170  180  190  200  210  220  230  240  250  260  270  280  290  300  310  320  330  340  350  360  370  380  390  400  410  420  430  440  450  460  470  480  490  500  510 TO EXISTING FILE (2)"LINl"EDIT DATA (3)" PRINTOUT ('STANDARD' FORMAT) W'LINT'DELETE DATA-SET (5) INSERT DATA SET (6)"LINl"EXCHANGE DATA-SETS (7)" EDIT PARAMETER NAME (8)"LIN1"ADD PARAMETER NAME (9)" 
